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About This Game

At a reception organised in honour of his daughter, Melvyn Bromsby, a rich tycoon, is about to make an important
announcement concerning his future business affairs when, all of a sudden, a shot rings out. Sir Bromsby collapses, having

suffered a mortal wound to the heart...
A baffling murder, dozens of witnesses and numerous places to visit around Victorian London. You play Sherlock Holmes, and

use all your skills to shed light on this mysterious case.

Assume the role of Sherlock Holmes and Doctor Watson and meet all the heroes of the novels: Inspector Lestrade,
Wiggins, Mycroft and many others!

Investigate 5 murders! Over 40 witnesses to question, 200 clues to uncover and over 25 hours of gameplay to solve the
mystery.

Explore Victorian London, which is magnificently and faithfully reproduced in 3D.

Between each level Sherlock Holmes sets you a quiz which will validate your progress in the case.

The adventure is full of vivid cut scenes to heighten the dramatic aspect of the story.
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It's really good and a fun game to play!. This game for an insanely great price is a pretty awesome game! It has puzzles, hidden
object scences, farming and quests. I am surprised how fun this game is actually! Two hours almost flew by for me on my first
play through. Recommend!. Zachtronics's's first foray outside of the strict puzzle genre is this entertaining card-me-do battle
'em plants vs. zombies robots game. I liked it, but I didn't find it particularly gripping.. pros:
-Pure content... If you need a game that will make you feel good and smile on a rainy day, this game is great. The story is simple
and cute and it only takes a few hours to play through it.
-Visually pleasing
-Easy to understand objective as they are pretty clearly laid out.
-Allows you to walk faster... yes, this is THAT imporant. Nothing annoys me more thn a game that forces me to move slowly.
-I enjoyed that they threw in "amount of energy" and money management, it makes you think more carefully about what you do.
-For the price it's totally worth it...

cons:
-Glitchy ♥♥♥♥ing achievments... I beat this entire game with nothing to show for it even though I should have gotten close to
all of them except the  "10 flower pot" achievment. This, was very upsetting for me as someone who enjoys unlocking
achiemvents to show for their hard work... Achivmenets validate all the time I waste gaming lol. This was upsetting enough to
where I probably wont do the harder mode play through.
-The controls kinda suck and you cannot change them around to fit what works for you. I have a gaming laptop and was
physically uncomfortable for a lot of it. BUT, after a while i did adjust/just got used to it.
-If you press f12 the FREAKING STEAM SCREENSHOT BUTTON FOR ALL GAMES, it exits the game without asking first
and without saving. This, was, infurriating... As I am also someone who likes to remember games by taking screenshots of the
most memorable moments.. As a fan of the old style point and click adventure games, I really enjoyed this one. The graphics are
nostalgically good and the voice acting pretty good too. It reminds me very much of Simon the Sorcerer in style and humour.

The story is great and while the game doesn't seem that long (I finished in 3.2 hours) the length does seem right for the story
that's told, if that makes sense. There's no unnecessary wandering around, everything is straight to the point and keeps the story
flowing which keeps it interesting. I have played a lot of these types of games and a lot of them have left me bored halfway
through. Guard Duty keeps you interested and entertained all the way through.

The puzzles could have been a little bit harder - I didn't really find myself stuck at any point. Mostly the solutions were pretty
obvious I felt.

All in all, I would recommend getting this game and supporting a clearly very talented developer who I hope will go on to make
bigger and better adventure games in the future.. First and foremost, I went through and read a few of the most recent
reviews\/critics of the game and found it to be interesting. What was so interesting? Well, it was either plain as day that a) They
were not capable of working the game mechanics. A major complaint is "I have to search for my worker to go build something"
which is not true at all. There is in fact a village icon that you can click on that takes you to the closest village at hand.... b) They
don't like the strategy mechanics presented, specifically that there is only X number of spots to build something in a piece of
land. Okay, if you like strategy you should love this. It makes the game more difficult, it forces you to critically think, and it
makes it so you can'y just blaze through the game in 10 minutes. It was crafted that way for a very good reason or c) They
compare it to games like Age of Empires and similar games and thus don't enjoy the battle mechanics. Get over it. AoE and
games like it are wonderful games and are completely different types of games all together as far as strategy goes. They whole
point is to be different not repeat the same annoying pattern of copying AoE (I love AoE btw) and then horribly failing at it like
other games have done.

What I love: 1) The developers continue to improve and add content (some free, some paid). The fact remains that it is pretty
nice content crafted with care and adds an additional layer to the game 2) It's different from other games in the same category
which I love 3) Even without paid content the game is still wonderful 4) They patch things!! They actually listen to people for
what is working and what isn't and then *drum roll* they actually do something about it (so long as it's not a critical part of the
game).

What I think could be worked on: 1) I will agree that not having a village automatically running over to build something is
annoying but only adds a few more seconds 2) Sometimes you wonder how the AI magically has infinite amounts of resources
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when you are trying to kill them 3) Certain clans are clearly better at this point (especially after adding the Horse Clan) so
hopefully they continue to balance everything out like they have been.. Pong on steroids meets Arkanoid. I found it boring. I
hear it's better co-op.. but meh.
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I am enjoying this game. I haven't finished. Not in the least. But I am in a place where I feel stuck, like I'm missing a piece of
the puzzle and have no idea how to get back.

The gameplay itself is simple enough, interesting and keeps me going. The lack of instructions is not a bad thing at all. The
initial plot opener through me off for a minute before I got a better idea of what was going on.

I will keep playing this until I complete it! Then I'll try it again with better knowledge than before. Hopefully I can figure out the
area I'm in.... Just flew this plane during a real world lesson today, and flew this addon 172N directly after my lesson. It's a very
faithful recreation, especially with P-factor during takeoff and climb. The tachometer's green arc is too large, which I believe
should go from 2000 until the red line at 2700 rpm. Highly recommend if you're looking for a real-feeling GA aircraft.. I've got
mixed feelings about the game:

The game is fun and it's super addictive. I used to play it a lot while in Beta.

Since I bought the game on the release day I wasn't able to find enough players to get a single game running :(

Unless you have a lot of friends who would like to play the game, I can't recommend it at this point.
Maybe the devs will find a way to bring this game back to life...

...one day.. Absolute garbage.
I went into this with the thought that it would be a freerunning super speed simulator.
It isn't. It's clunky, unresponsive and just through-and-through terrible.. It's a great game. Don't know what to say more :)
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